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Abstract

A theoretical model of interbank market in national currency is developed.
Basing on it, an empirical error correction model of the interbank market’s rate
is estimated. It is shown that the model does not only reflect the dynamics of
the rate in the past, but may also be used for economic policy analysis given that
the National bank does not change its auction operations strategy.

1 Introduction
The final target for almost all the central banks in the world, including the National
bank of the Republic of Belarus, is to maintain price stability [2]. But central banks
can not directly influence inflation by their instruments. Therefore sometimes in their
practice they use intermediate and operational targets, which often include interbank
market’s rate in national currency. Thereupon modelling of the interbank market is
an important task that improves understanding of its functioning and, hence, increases
transparency and efficiency of monetary policy.

2 Theoretical model
Consider the model of the interbank market, proposed in [1], modified with respect
to the liquidity management instruments and practice of the National bank. In the
following it will be assumed that the market consists of many banks of nearly the same
size. Besides, transaction costs and operation limits will be neglected.

The task of the bank i(i = 1,Е , N) on the interbank market on the day t(t =
1,Е , T ) of reserve maintenance period is to decide the amount of interbank credit bit

that it needs to attract (bit > 0) or to give (bit < 0) in order to minimize its expected
costs Vit (to maximize expected profit) during the maintenance period taking into
consideration possible liquidity fluctuations:

Vit(bit) = iIBtbit − iOver

∫ −TEt(excNAi)−bit

−∞
(TEt(excNAi) + bit + ηit)dFt(ηit) −

−iDepNB

∫ +∞

−TEt(excNAi)−bit

(TEt(excNAi) + bit + ηit)dFt(ηit), (1)

where iIBt is the interbank market’s rate on the day t; iOver, iDepNB are the rates
of non-auction (standing) facilities of liquidity supply and absorption correspondingly;
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excNAi are average excess reserves of the bank i during the reserve maintenance period
(excluding reserves in auction facilities); ηit = excNAi − Et(excNAi) is a random
deviation of their actual level from their expected on the day t level (random error
with zero mean, variance σ2

t and normal distribution function Ft()).
Minimizing (1), it may be derived

iIBt = (iOver − iDepNB)Ft(−TEt(excNA)/N) + iDepNB, (2)

where excNA =
∑N

i=1 excNAi are average excess reserves of the banking system during
the reserve maintenance period (excluding reserves in auction facilities).

Assuming that the volatility of bank reserves σt is determined mainly by the amount
of the deposits of the bank - the more deposits it has the bigger is the volatility

σt ≈ k · Dep/N, (3)

where Dep is the average amount of the deposits of the banking system, k > 0, - after
linear approximation one receives:

iIBt ≈
iOver + iDepNB

2
− C1(iOver − iDepNB)

Et(excNA)

Dep
. (4)

Deriving (4) it was implicitly assumed that the National bank holds its auction
operations at a rate that is close to interbank rate. In practice auction rates are
normally determined by the refinancing rate iNB. Therefore, the dynamic of the
refinancing rate iNB may influence the interbank rate. The amount of reserves in
auction facilities, as in non-auction facilities, may also affect the interbank market:

iIBt = α
iOver + iDepNB

2
+ (1 − α)iNB −

−C1(iOver − iDepNB)
Et(excNA)

Dep
− C2iNB

Et(excA)

Dep
, (5)

where excA are average reserves in auction facilities during the reserve maintenance
period. In formula (5) the sum of the coefficients of the rates equals 1 (homogeneity of
the rates), that assumes that decreasing (increasing) all the National bank instruments’
rates by 1 point will lead to decrease (increase) of the interbank market’s rate by 1
point.

3 Empirical evidence
Theoretical model (5) was used to estimate an empirical model of the interbank mar-
ket’s rate on monthly data for the period from January 2001 to September 2006.

The following variables were used:

- iIBt - the rate of interbank market ruble credits, percents a month;

- iMidt - the middle of the corridor of non-auction (standing) facilities rates -
overnight credit rate iOvert (refinancing facility) and National bank deposit rate
iDepNBt (absorption liquidity): iMidt = (iOvert + iDepNBt)/2;
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- iNBt - the National bank refinancing rate;

- LiqNAt - the ratio of reserves in non-auction facilities to ruble deposits, multi-
plied by the width of the standing facilities rates corridor: LiqNAt = (iOvert −
iDepNBt)excNAt/Dept;

- LiqAt - the ratio of reserves in auction facilities to ruble deposits, multiplied by
the refinancing rate: LiqAt = iNBt · excAt/Dept.

Basing on the results of graphical analysis and the augmented Dickey-Fuller and
Phillips-Perron tests, it was assumed that all the time series are integrated of the first
order. Adequate econometric models of the first differences of the time series in the
class of ARMA models with conditional heteroskedasticity of errors were built in order
to confirm the integration hypothesis.

Johansen procedure was used for the integrated of order one time series and 2
cointegration relation were found:

ECM1t = iIBt − iMidt + 3.9(2.1)LiqAt + 5.7(0.8)LiqNAt, (6)

ECM2t = iMidt − iNBt − 6.6(4.4)LiqAt + 11.4(1.7)LiqNAt, (7)

where standard errors are shown in parenthesis under the corresponding coefficients.
The estimations of cointegration relations were included in the model of interbank

market’s rate growth. The relation (7) appeared to be statistically insignificant and
was excluded. The estimations of parameters in the short-run model appeared to be
close to the corresponding coefficients of the long-run relation (6). The Wald test of
coefficient restrictions did not reject the hypothesis that the parameters of the short-
run model equal the correponding coefficients of the long-run relation on the level of
significance 0.05. Finally, the parameters of the short-run model were restricted to the
corresponding coefficients of the long-run dynamics of the interbank market’s rate:

∆iIBt = −0.60(0.06)ECM1t−1 + 0.15(0.04)∆iIBt−1 +

+∆iMidt − 3.9∆LiqAt − 5.7∆LiqNAt + ξt (8)

with zero mean and conditional heteroskedasticity in random errors ξt.
All the factors in the model (8) are statistically significant on the significance level

0.05. The estimations of the autocorrelation function and the partial autocorrela-
tion function of errors lie within 5 percents critical bounds, p-values of the Ljung-Box
Q-statistics are above 0.05, that does not reject the hypothesis that there is no auto-
correlation of errors. P -value of the Jarque-Bera χ2 test statistics is 0.76 that does not
reject the hypothesis of normality of the residuals. R2-statistics equals 0.79 that may
be regarded as satisfactory explanation ability of the model.

It must be stressed that the estimated long-run relation for the interbank market’s
rate (6) corresponds the theoretical model (5) with α = 1. The equality of the corre-
sponding parameters in the short-run and the long-run relations means that in case of
a shock connected with a change of standing facilities rates or the amount of reserves
in the National bank liquidity management instruments the interbank market’s rate
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adjusts to its equilibrium level within the same month when the shock happened. In
case of other shocks the correction of the deviation of the rate from its equilibrium
level during 1 month is about 60 percents. It also must be noted that the influence of
the reserves in auction facilities on the rate is smaller than the influence of the reserves
in non-auction facilities that means that the National bank smoothes fluctuations of
the interbank market’s rate with its auction liquidity management instruments.

4 The possibility of using the model for the purpose
of economic policy analysis

The model (8) reflects the dynamics of the interbank market’s rate on the historical
period of the years 2001 - 2006. But the possibility of using the model for the pur-
pose of economic policy analysis (conditional forecasting) depends on the stability of
the parameters to changes in the dynamics of the conditional factors, i.e. on super
exogeneity of the factors [3].

Engle-Hendry approach [4] was used to test super exogeneity of the factors. The
results of the test showed that the variables iMid and LiqNA are super exogenous,
whereas LiqA is not super exogenous for the parameters of the model (8). It means
that the parameters of the model of the interbank market’s rate growth depend on
the banks’ expectations of the volume of the National bank’s auction operations. In
other words, if the National bank changes its strategy of carrying auction operations
commercial banks will also change their strategy on the interbank market. Therefore, it
seems impossible to estimate the influence of alternative volumes of auction operations
on the dynamics of the interbank market’s rate with the model (8).

The parameters of the model (8) do not depend on changes of the dynamics of
non-auction (standing) facilities rates and the volume of non-auction operations that
allows using the model (8) for the purpose of economic policy analysis for alternative
scenarios of these factors.
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